The new Real Colors paint range is a very, very special step forward for AK. And we guess for you, too.

AK Real Colors is a state-of-the-art acrylic lacquer paint developed in our own laboratories and a big step in the evolution of our company. That has been a project we have been quietly thinking, working and developing for a long, long time. An improved chemical formula over other brands in the market and a paint of the highest quality were our objectives. And finally, after all that lengthy, quiet development and testing, we have them ready for you to enjoy: Real Colors.

FORGET THE CLOGGING:
AK REAL COLORS FLOWS SMOOOOOTHLY IN YOUR AIRBRUSH.

Spraying is now a real pleasure and thanks to our new chemical formula, even if you damp the surface too much, paint stretches and

FOR DILUTION, OUR REAL COLOR THINNER WORKS REALLY GREAT... BUT OTHERS TOO.

Can be diluted with our own specific thinner or the ones from other brands and types: acrylic lacquer (non-vinyl), lacquer thinner, alcohol...

HOLDS FIRMLY ALL KIND OF WEATHERING AND EXTRA EFFECTS.

Paint adheres and dries perfectly with a soft matt finish, so you can throw on it all the treatments, punishment and weathering you love to make.

HIGHLY COMPATIBLE WITH OTHER ACRYLIC LACQUER BRANDS.

If lost in a forgotten island, you can easily mix Real Colors with the stock of paints from other brands you may have :)